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By Andy Merrifield

Reaktion Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Guy Debord, Andy Merrifield, Guy
Debord (1931-94) was one of the most important and intriguing intellectual figures of the twentieth
century. Filmmaker and poet, urban critic and political theorist, adventurer and activist
extraordinaire during Paris' May 1968 uprisings, Debord was simultaneously behind and ahead of
his times. Best-known as guru of the avant-garde revolutionary movement the Situationist
International (1957-72), and for a classic indictment of post-war capitalist consumerism The Society
of the Spectacle (1967), Debord's life and work remains fascinating to this day. Yet the man himself
remained elusive and enigmatic throughout his life. Master urban tactician in the 1950s, political
muckraker, organizer and theorist during the 1960s, vagabond throughout the 1970s, fleeing to
Spain and Italy, he lived as a recluse during the 1980s and early 1990s in an isolated farmhouse in
Champot (Auvergne), behind a high stone wall. Guy Debord crosses over that Champot wall, pushes
back Debord's shutters and peers through his windows. It crosses his threshold, drinks his wine, and
listens to him talk. Andrew Merrifield focuses on the particulars of Debord's life, shedding light on
this admirable yet apparently impenetrable figure, a free spirit who was radically...
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Reviews
Complete information for ebook fans. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am pleased to inform you that this is basically the very best pdf we have
read through inside my very own daily life and can be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gideon Mor issette
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It normally fails to cost a lot of. Its been designed in an extremely easy way in fact it is just right a er i
finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Ver non Ritchie
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